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Issue 1. January 2019 
 

Introduction  by martin 
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill). 
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year). 

The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming. 
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No 

size is intrinsically better or worse.  That is the stated policy of the Mill. 
 

15mm is a very popular size for gaming. It all started with Peter Laing 
back in the early 1970s. Since then, 15mm has become one of the main 

sizes used in gaming. 
 

There are other sizes close to 15mm, but the Mill will deal exclusively with 
15mm. Part of the intent, is to encourage manufacturers, sculptors and 

gamers to join in with 15mm and thus promote the wide use of 15mm.  

 
A coupe of matters will be addressed here. Firstly, 15mm is not a scale as 

such, but contributors are welcome to use such terms as "15mm scale" 
not a problem.  

Secondly , a man being an average(?) of 6 foot is not true. Even as 
recently as WW2, the average European infantry man was just under 5 

foot 8 inches (172 cm). This would make 15mm  compared to a 5 foot 8 
inches man a scale of 1/115th. Of course most historical warriors were 

much shorter than the 5 foot 8 inches given here. 
 

Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.  
 

The Mill's mission is to  promote 15mm. 
 

This first edition has a lot of Peter Pig content . This is because 

the magazine has been launched with the resources available. 
Better to get things started and show what the product is like. 

 
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are 

welcome. There is no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or 
"awesome". The Mill is for ordinary gamers, who enjoy using 15mm 

figures et al  and are happy to share their interest with others. In fact the 
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Mill would rather have articles based  upon a normal table set up with 

normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" 
might find the Mill not to their liking. 

 
This first edition has been released to show what the Mill does. Thus 

future editions are at the mercy of contributions made. 
 

If any gamer has an article or pictures then please send them to  
 

martinraegoddard@gmail.com 
 

There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a 
first name only. No nicknames. 

Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance. 
 

There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus a review will be 

called "a review" . 
 

 The Mill does not publish for profit. 

 The Mill does not accept advertising. 

 The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just 

search for "Peter Pig". 

 The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does 

not provide a proper geographical address (PO box is not 

acceptable) and telephone number. If these are not provided, then 

proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact and the law for a 

reason. 

 The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved. 

 The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution. 

 The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines. 

 If you can help with articles and ideas please do so. 

 Articles can be in non-English language too. 

 

 
Hope you enjoy this magazine. 

martin goddard  January 2019 
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Feedback 
If you have some feedback about things you see in the Mill, then fine. 
Send it to the  

 
martinraegoddard@gmail.com  

 
e mail  address.   It should be included in the next edition. 

Do bear in mind, that there will be a time lag between you e mailing and 
your notes appearing. 

 
Before you e mail, do consider if your point could be better made by 

writing your own article and sending it in. 

 
Please include at least a first name with your comment. No silly nick 

names please. 
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The gamette  by martin 
In each issue there will be  a complete set of rules.  
This will be called "the Gamette". 

The gamette  will always cover games that need only a few 15mm figures 
per side.  

Each gamette will have a military background or relationship. 
 

Each gamette will also need only a limited game space. 
It is hoped that players will explore the rules and then send in an 

improved or changed version.  That can be included in a future edition of 
The Mill. 

 

In addition, Peter Pig will make a specific pack available for  a limited time 
to provide the figures needed for the gamette. To help with this, the pack 

will always be released a month before the gamette is published. This will 
allow gamers to buy the relevant pack, paint it and thus have it ready for 

the gamette rules releases.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Edition 2 gamette will be "Hoisted by my own petard!" 
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WW2 Russia by Ryan 

 
 About 4 years ago I got into 15mm scale. I was building 1/72 scale WWII 

miniatures and basing them to play my own modified version of Crossfire. 
A friend introduced me to the smaller scale and I really got drawn into it. 

It was faster to build the vehicles and I really enjoyed the look of the 
smaller figures. They fit nicer on the 30x30m bases, as well. I also liked 

how the scale of the battlefield on a 4x4 table got a bit larger by making 
the figures smaller.  Peter Pig is one of my favourite manufacturers of 

15mm miniatures and I appreciate the variety of infantry and vehicles 
available. They have great terrain and scenery bits, as well, to give your 

games an authentic look on several fronts.  

 
Ryan has some nice painted stuff coming off his paint table. 

 

 
Above. Ruined Russian house (by Peter Pig). Pz III in background. 
 

 
Above. Same model, but a partisan has been hung from the tree. 
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Above/below. Citroen car in German service. 1943. 
 

 
Below. German infantry base (3x3 cm) approaches grave yard. 
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Above. Russian peasant farm.  

 
Below. Aerial view of road and PzIIIs 
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15mm- Manufactured 
Scenery  by Simon 
 

There is a perhaps surprising number of producers of scenery suitable for 
gaming in 15mm. In this short article, I focus on listing out providers of 

“constructions” i.e. buildings, fortifications, scenic sprinkles, as well as 
ready-made terrain. Another article may cover sourcing the various bits 

needed to make your own terrain, while 3D-printed scenery is another 

topic altogether! 
Most 15mm scenery has in recent years been made in resin (the 

constitution, toughness and ease of working of which varies between 
manufacturer), but we’re now also seeing an increasing variety of MDF 

kits now on the market. There are also items being produced in hard 
plastic, from softer vacuum-formed plastic sheet and metal. 

I have concentrated on listing all those still-active manufacturers, 
providing links to their websites and a short (and inevitably subjective) 

commentary on each. I have also indicated - in bold text - a personal 
“Top 10”, in the following table. 
 

Manufactu

rer 

Description Materi

al 

Website 

4Ground Wide range of pre-painted 

15mm MDF kits for both 
historical and sci-fi games 

MDF https://www.4ground.

co.uk/ 

Airfix 1:76 and 1:72 scales, that can 
work well with 15mm. Current 

focus on World War 2, 
although past offerings have 
included Fort Apache, a French 

Foreign Legion fort and many 
other such "classics" 

Hard 
Plastic 

https://www.airfix.com/uk
-en/shop/dioramas-

buildings.html 

Amera Small but interesting range, 
including 15mm trenches and 

houses 

Vacuu
m-

formed 

http://www.amera.co.uk/p
roduct.php?range=m 

Antenocitis 

Workshop 

Small but eclectic range of 

historical and sci-fi buildings 

MDF https://www.antenocitisw

orkshop.com/?s=15mm&p
ost_type=product 

Arcane 
Scenery 

Nice little range of buildings 
and fortifications 

Resin https://arcanesceneryand
models.co.uk/product-
category/battlescale-resin-

buildings-and-scenery/ 

Battlefront Wide range of pre-painted 

15mm buildings and scenery 
for World War 2 and Modern 

era 

Resin https://www.flamesofwar.

com/online_store.aspx?Ca
tegoryID=2484 

http://www.amera.co.uk/product.php?range=m
http://www.amera.co.uk/product.php?range=m
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Battlegroun

d 

Wide range, originally sculpted 

by Ian Weekley. A focus on 
ancient and medieval 
fortifications, available through 

Magister Militum 

Resin https://www.magistermilit

um.com/manufacturer/bat
tleground-buildings-
scenery.html 

Baueda Wide and nicely cast range 

of battlefield scenics and 
accessories; tents and 

camp equipment; ancient 
buildings and fortifications; 
WW2 fortifications, etc. 

Resin http://www.baueda.co

m/ 

Blotz Wide range of buildings and 
scenics: both historical and 

sci-fi 

MDF https://blotz.co.uk/ 

Battlefield 

Buildings 

Both painted and unpainted 

buildings and scenics, 
including a wide range of 

"Arab" buildings. Incorporates 
Minifigs ranges 

Resin https://www.caliverbooks.

com/figures/catviewer.php
?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4

np5&producer=163&range
=15mm Buildings and 
Accessories&menu=scene 

Mainly 
Military 

Nice range of mainly European 
buildings 

Resin https://www.caliverbooks.
com/figures/catviewer.php

?i19i8s1v5ojcemrihnm7om
4aa6&producer=163&rang

e=MM%2015mm%20Build
ings%20and%20Accessori
es&menu=scene 

Chariot 
Miniatures 

Interesting range of street 
furniture and "scatter" 

Metal https://www.magistermilit
um.com/manufacturer/cha

riot-miniatures-
15mm.html 

Debris of 
War 

Walls, small fortifications and 
ready-made trees 

Resin https://www.debrisofwar.c
om/store/c1/Featured_Pro

ducts.html 

Empires 

at War 

Wide range of pre-painted 

MDF, including some lovely 
Spanish buildings 

MDF https://www.empiresa

twar.co.uk/ 

Fat Frank Handmade and painted: 
mostly roads and rivers 

Terrain https://www.ebay.co.uk/s
tr/fatfranks-wargaming/ 

Frontline 

Wargaming 

Small range of useful buildings 

and fortifications, including 
Vietnam sandbagged tents 

Resin http://www.frontlinewarga

ming.co.uk  

Gamecraft 
Miniatures 

Both historical and sci-fi 
buildings, including large ones 

MDF http://gcmini.mybigcomm
erce.com/15mm/ 

Gamecraft 
Miniatures 

Small range of mostly modern 
Middle East buildings and 

accessories 

Resin http://gcmini.mybigcomm
erce.com/15mm-resin-

kits/ 

Defence in 
Depth 

Probably the widest range of 
15mm World War 2 

fortifications 

Resin https://www.grubbytanks.
com/product-

category/defence-in-
depth/ 

https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.caliverbooks.com/figures/catviewer.php?8ct5krg5rca0gfut02p17e4np5&producer=163&range=15mm
https://www.magistermilitum.com/manufacturer/chariot-miniatures-15mm.html
https://www.magistermilitum.com/manufacturer/chariot-miniatures-15mm.html
https://www.magistermilitum.com/manufacturer/chariot-miniatures-15mm.html
https://www.magistermilitum.com/manufacturer/chariot-miniatures-15mm.html
https://www.debrisofwar.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html
https://www.debrisofwar.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html
https://www.debrisofwar.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html
http://www.frontlinewargaming.co.uk/
http://www.frontlinewargaming.co.uk/
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Hovels Wide range of buildings and 

accessories, full of 
character and made from 
very tough material 

Resin http://www.hovelsltd.c

o.uk/contents.htm 

Ironclad 
Miniatures 

Wide range of both Eastern 
and Western front WW2 

buildings - both intact and 
ruins; very complete WW1 

trench system and more 

Resin https://www.ironcladm
iniatures.co.uk/ 

JB 

Wargaming 

Various buildings (mostly for 

WW2) and accessories 

MDF https://www.ebay.co.uk/s

tr/banksjohnedward 

JR 

Miniatures, 

Wide range of scenery and 

accessories from various 
periods 

Resin https://www.magistermilit

um.com/manufacturer/jr-
miniatures.html 

Kerr & 
King 

Wide range of crisp scenery 
and accessories - mostly 
WW2 and Feudal Japan. 

Includes scenic bases 
designed specifically for 

Peter Pig figures (Sudan, 
WW2 tea break, urban 
infantry) 

Resin http://www.kerrandkin
g.co.uk/ 

Miniature 
World 

Maker 

Wide and varied range of both 
historic and fantasy models 

Resin https://miniatureworldma
ker.com.au/ 

Novus 

Design 
Studio 

WW2 buildings (mostly ruins) 

and ready-made rivers 

Resin http://www.novusdesign.n

et/ 

Old Glory 
Miniatures 

African, Sci-fi, Horror, Old 
West and European buildings 

Resin https://www.oldgloryminia
tures.com/categories.asp?
cat=669 

Oshiro Exquisite handmade and 
primed buildings and 

fortifications. Primarily 
Feudal Japan in 15mm 

Resin https://www.oshiromo
delterrain.co.uk/ 

Paul's 
Modelling 

Workshop 

16th to 18th Century 
fieldworks 

Resin http://www.paulsmodellin
gworkshop.com 

Peter Pig Wide range of finely cast 

buildings and scatter, to 
match the Peter Pig ranges 
of figures and the RFCM 

series of rules 

Resin http://www.peterpig.c

o.uk/21scenery.html 

Plast Craft 

Games 

Small range of pre-coloured 

Western Europe buildings 

Hard 

Plastic 

https://plastcraftgames.co

m/en/25-ewar-15mm-
colored 

QRF / 
Freikorps 

Wide range of buildings for 
various periods 

Resin https://quickreactionforce.
co.uk/product-

category/resin-buildings-
walls-scenics/ 

https://www.ironcladminiatures.co.uk/
https://www.ironcladminiatures.co.uk/
http://www.paulsmodellingworkshop.com/
http://www.paulsmodellingworkshop.com/
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S&A 

Scenics 

Wide range of hard-

wearing, ready-to-play 
hills, rivers, roads & trees, 
including Longships sets 

useful for many RFCM 
games. These feature in 

most RFCM rule books! 

Terrai

n 

https://scenics.co.uk/

#!/Scenery/c/2594716
/offset=0&sort=normal 

Sally 4th Useful range of various 

buildings and roads 

MDF https://wargamesbuildings

.co.uk 

Supreme 

Littleness 
Designs 

Growing range of "large" 

buildings for Central Europe 
and the Middle East 

MDF http://www.supremelittlen

ess.co.uk/sld-15mm/sld-
15mm.htm 

Terrains4g
ames 

Pre-painted terrain; MDF and 
resin buildings 

Various http://terrains4games.co
m/ 

The 
Baggage 
Train 

Various items: mostly Middle 
Eastern in 15mm 

Resin http://the-
baggagetrain.com/epages/
84d5106b-5668-4250-

9f87-
3aaa606a5389.sf/en_GB/?

ObjectPath=/Shops/84d51
06b-5668-4250-9f87-
3aaa606a5389/Categories

/1d0d2cade49078f9d43bb
dfab67abbc0/e071700916

ae994688a62819e3211f80 

The Scene Growing range of both MDF 

buildings and ready-made 
scenery items 

Various https://thesceneuk.com/ 

The Square  Various resin items Resin https://en-
gb.facebook.com/pages/ca
tegory/Retail-

Company/The-Square-
Wargames-Modelling-

388837544922073/ 

Tiger 

Terrain 

Really nice WW2 Normandy 

and Waterloo buildings, plus a 
range of bridges 

Resin http://www.tigerterrain.co

m/15mm.html 

Timecast Very nicely-cast ranges of 
North American, Eastern 
European, Normandy, 

Vietnam and Falklands 
buildings and scenics 

Resin http://www.timecastm
odels.co.uk/buildings_c
atalogue/15mm_catalo

gue.html 

Total Battle 
Miniatures 

Vauban fort components and 
20th century bunkers 

Resin http://www.totalbattlemini
atures.com/fortressanddef

ence/index.html 

Roads and rivers Terrain http://www.totalbattlemini
atures.com/tilesandroads/i

ndex.html 

TT Combat Small range of great-value 

buildings for European WW2 

MDF https://ttcombat.com/sear

ch?type=product&q=15m
m 

https://wargamesbuildings.co.uk/
https://wargamesbuildings.co.uk/
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Warbases Late Roman and World War 2 

buildings 

MDF https://warbases.co.uk/?p

roduct_cat=15mm 
https://warbases.co.uk/?p
roduct_cat=veni-vidi-vici-

15mm-roman 

 

 

 

Above. Adobe buildings by Kerr and King. 

Below. Peter Pig Tudor houses. 
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Above. Airfix Fort Apache. Figures in front are a WESTERN US cavalry force.  
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Above. Hovels buildings 

 

 

 

Above Mainly Military buildings. 
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Above. Peter Pig tepees 

 

Below. Kerr and King samurai fortress. Very impressive close up. 
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Above. Adobe buildings and church by Hovels. Roman gate by Baueda and walls 

by Peter Pig. 
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Company profile - Admiralty 
miniatures  by Mathias 
 

http://admiraltyminiatures.blogspot.com/ 
 

Mathias "Admiral" Rizell is a figure designer based in Sweden. He 
produces a large range of fantasy and other 15mm stuff. The quality is 

very impressive.  Mathias is always happy to chat with his customers and 
has also started his own original fantasy lines.  This includes Tjublings. 

 
"Fantasy and science fiction are both valid fields for people pursuing creativity 

and learning. The best of fantasy draws heavily upon historical themes and the 
best of fantasy artists and writers are highly learned and interested in all manner 

of stuff, and it shows in their work. Ditto with the better of science fiction and it's 
basis of learning in areas of history and natural science. The freewheeling spirit of 

creativity is never well served by artificial boundaries, but need to be allowed 
space and exploration to play out its glorious course. 

 

The modelling hobby is all about creativity, learning and fun combined. As is 
crafting miniatures and fictive worlds, or writing historical wargame campaigns or 

rule sets. 
 

People who couldn't see farther than their noses deplored Tolkien's work, when 
new, for being wasted fine penmanship, because of the Goblins and Elves and 

Trolls. Yet still after so many decades, his vision (which draws heavily upon 
historical themes) endures, and inspires learned artists such as Sergio Artigas 

and Turner Mohan 
( https://www.deviantart.com/artigas &  https://www.deviantart.com/turnermoha

n), to name but two who learnedly discuss the real world basis which they 
thoughtfully draw their inspiration from. 

 
How can anyone ignore the interest in real world history, mythology, geography 

and natural science that fantasy and science fiction booth feed off, and in their 

turn spur on? 
 

If fiction would be beneath us (and if we would act upon it with prohibition, such 
as within families), the cultivation of learning and imagination and creativity in 

young people would be stifled. Whenever we allow shackles to fetter our 
freewheeling creativity, we make the mind stagnate to some degree. 

 
Fiction. Narratives. Stories. The human being is completely driven by the stories 

we tell ourselves. Discouraged or inspired or instructed by stories in all forms. We 
are fundamentally no different from our ancestors who made sense of the world 

through myths and legends told at the fireside, even if our stories about the world 
are often based upon ideas of science. 

https://www.deviantart.com/artigas
https://www.deviantart.com/turnermohan
https://www.deviantart.com/turnermohan
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"If you want your children to become intelligent, read them fairy tales."   - Albert 

Einstein 
  

So see the worlds of fiction for what they are: Valid realms for our minds to roam 
in and enrich themselves, not traps for cellar dwellers. 

 
And embrace all 15mm miniatures, whatever their genre. 

 
Signed, 

 

Mathias Rizell, who runs Admiralty Miniatures 
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Note. It is intended to give space to any and all makers of 15mm stuff. However 

any content  may not denigrate other makers. 
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PBI's Dutch Uncle by Mike 
 

With so many good 15mm WW2 armies available from Peter Pig why did I decide 
to build a Dutch company?   The Royal Netherlands East Indies Army or 

Koninklijke Nederlands(ch)-Indische Leger (KNIL) was raised to keep the peace in 
the Dutch colonies and was a separate force to the national army. Before the 

outbreak of WW2 the KNIL was engaged in campaigns against the local 

population. So it is hardly surprising that when the Japanese invaded the islands 
of Java, Sumatra, etc, in 1941 the KNIL were outclassed and were soon overrun.  

Despite this the largely indigenous KNIL troops waged a guerrilla war against the 
Japanese. Although KNIL units from Australia mounted an ill-fated invasion of 

East Timor they played an active role in the Allies' New Guinea and Borneo 
campaigns.  

 
In the European theatre , Dutch forces were defeated in May 1940 (apart from 

the courageous Dutch underground) but in 1942 The Princess Irene Brigade was 
formed  and this force participated in Operation Overlord. 

 
However, it was in the Far East that I decided to focus my attention using the 

Peter Pig 15 mm range.    I decided to use the excellent PP heads-swaps to model 
both helmets and bush-hat for my KNIL troops. There are plenty of good on-line 

sources for uniform colours etc. The range of vehicles offers plenty of scope, 

although some "modellers license" is required here. There were British and US 
vehicles in use before the war and so I use the PP Vickers Light tank Mk6b, with 

HMG for the "Dutchman" ; the QRF Marmon Herrington MK2 armoured car with 
HMG and the QRF M3 White Scout car as the company commander's vehicle.      

Commercial trucks were locally converted to provide a range of improvised light 
AFVs to meet the threat of invasion. The  Braat Overvalwagen is the best example 

and QRF have a model  of this commonly used armoured transport. Some of the 
PP Spanish Civil War vehicles now available also resemble some of these 

converted lorries. 
 

Despite having a short war, this army has a lot to offer. More mortars than most 
early war PBI companies, a range of distinctive vehicles to drive about in, some 

good AT guns and a rakish bush hat!  The KNIL are an alternative opponent for 
the IJA and I have found it good practice learning how to  command troops with 

less hardware to support them.   

Michael 
 

PS. This is a photo of my army ( C 1940) from the cover of the PBI Company 
Architect book.  
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Above. Mike's Dutch WW2 company. 

Below. Arnoured car and support platoon. 
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Above. Dutch infantry uniform. Re-enactor. 
Below. Infantry with armour. 
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Pierre's ACW  by Pierre 
 The Mill's internet format allows the inclusion of some nice pictures. 

The pictures below are all ACW 15mm. Marvellous. 
 

 

Above. Union zouaves. 

 

Above. Confederate infantry, firing line. 
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Above.  Union infantry 

 

Above. Confederate Texans 
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Battle report using Longships – 
Wrath of the Vikings by Sean and Ade 
 
If you wish to channel your inner Uhtred and recreate his exploits on the table 
top, you would do well to try out these rules from the RFCM stable. Both Viking 

raids and battles are catered for, with several different armies to choose from 
including Scots, Irish and even Carolingians. 
 
 

 

 

Ade and I decided to play a raid game using ships for arrival for the first time. As 

is the way, it took some head scratching to get back into the mechanics of the 

game, but we soon rattled along. After some initial success routing Ade's best 

Saxon unit and finding some chickens and a small sack of loot things went 

downhill very fast for me.  
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This photo shows my unit of Vikings in the centre with a ‘Gaining Ground’ marker 

surrounded on all sides. It didn’t end well! 

 

 

 

In turn 6 (I extended the game to try and salvage something...) this was my only 

unit left. Surrounded again, I had 4 dice against 12 or 14 from Ade. With a cry of 

"Give me 4 sixes!".  That's exactly what I rolled! Didn’t save me though.  

 

Ade won 91 points to 21. A real pasting, but we enjoyed ourselves and had a few 

laughs too, so not a bad nights gaming. 
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 Gamette-  Duel  by  RFCM team 

 

 
 
Above.  PP pack for the Duel. D6 is 16mm for size comparison. 

Left to right. The duellist (x2), the second (x2), the umpire, the lover, the horse 
(x2) 

 
In the 18th century, men would solve their upset by challenging each other to a 

duel. 
These rules focus on the use of flintlock pistols for a duel. 

It is dawn. The two men meet upon the moor for their duel. 
Each has ridden to the location. Each has also brought a helper or "second". An 

umpire has also been appointed. 

 
This game should last 12 long minutes. 

Two players are  needed. 
Duelling is illegal and should thus be done with caution. 

Any made up insulting word should include "wag", "ly" and "tat" as syllables. 
 

Note 
When rolling for 4,5,6 scores half of the D6 used should reap successes. 

You should write upon these rules to record outcomes. 
 

 

Figures and equipment needed 
Each player has:- 

1 duellist armed with a flintlock pistol . This is the player. Young and thrusting. 
A second. Frowning and sincere. 

An umpire. Disconnected. 
A well wisher. Aimlessly upper class. 

5 horses. Good shiny beasts. 
 

Grass surface  8" by 4". Rough, working class turf. 
One tree. Silver birch, spreading chestnut or alder. Not a weeping willow 

(symbolism free game). 
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16D6. All same colour and size. 1D6 is a spare, in case a player is clumsy. 

Pen.  With sensuous grip. Preferably a quill plus bottle. 
 

The table 
The table can be the one supplied or alternatively the player may make his own. 

The duellists should be positioned back to back in the centre of the table. After 
each category they move 1 square away from the centre. After the three 

categories they turn and face each other for the shot. 

Game order 
 

Stage 1 
 
Setting the 
stage 

Use table to determine 
reason for duel. 

1st player D6 to determine 
general reason.  

Then 2nd player  D6 to 
determine exact details for 

duel. 

Set up figures at 6" 
distance. 

Facing each other. Seconds to 
one side. 

Umpire central and to one 
side. 

Stage 2 
 

 
 

The man 
and his 

abilities 

Secretly write down 
6,9,12  in ability category 

columns. 

Always 6,9,12 initially. 

Players roll to see who 

goes first.  
Highest score chooses 
which ability category to 

do first. 

Simple D6 each. 

Carry out chosen  

category. 
Do this for all 3 

categories. 

Any re-investment D6? 

Re-roll allowed. 
Only category  winner reaps 

reward. 

Winner can re-invest 

excess to next (only 
next). Maximum of 3.  
1,2 lost. 

 

Winner chooses next 
category. 

 

After all 3 categories 

done then add up total 
winning margins. 

 

Stage 3 
  

The shot 

Both players roll.  
 

Scores of 4,5,6.   
Not opposed. 

Roll for additional 

damage 

Roll a further D6.  

4,5,6= additional damage. 
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Stage 1. Reason for duel 
There is always a reason for the duel. 

 

Duel reason 
First Player 1  

(go right) 
1,2 3,4 5,6 

 

Then  Player 2 
(go down) 

It's about 
being a man 

It's about a 
woman 

It's about 
money 

1,2 = The argument is 
about who is 

braver. 

Your sister is 
ugly. 

The debt will not 
be paid. 

3,4= The argument is 
about who should 
be an officer 

You are not a 
fertile man 

The estate has 
been lost due to 
financial mis-

management. 

5= The argument is 
about parents 

being proud. 

The woman has a 
past 

Father will cut you 
off . Because of 

the lies that have 
been told. 

6= The argument is 
about sexuality 

She can only love 
one man. 

Your soul has 
been sold. 

 

Stage 2.  The man and his abilities 
A man brings with him some abilities that are relevant.  

He also brings some irrelevant  abilities, such as good taste and a large 

vocabulary. 
There are 3 "categories" of useful ability. 

 
Weapon ability  Weapon ability will affect the efficiency of the shot.  Less mis-

fires. 
 

Practice 
This will ensure accuracy. 

 
Confidence 

A mixture of previous experience and opponent knowledge.  
Deadlier effect of hit. 
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Using the D6 
 

Method 
 Share 27 D6 between the 3 ability categories.    

 Split is initially 6,9,12. 

 

Higher number of D6 rolls first. Then may re-roll. 
If both players have same number of D6 to roll, then chooser of ability category 

rolls first. 

Each 4,5,6= success. 
 
Player with higher number of successes deducts lower player's number.  

This leaves a number known as the "margin". 
These margin D6 are kept toward the final shot.  

Some or all of the margin D6 may be re-invested. 
 

Re-investment 
Up to 3 margin D6 can be re-invested. Re-investing allows a player to use his 
margin in order to add to the next category. If any of his investments fail, those 

failed margin D6 are lost. 
 

e.g. Player declares " I am re-investing 3 D6" then rolls 3D6 , avoiding scores of 1 
or 2. Each scores of 1,2 loses a margin D6. Player rolls 6,2,2. He has lost two of 

his margin D6 but 1 margin D6 is added to next category. Thus his winning 
margin on the previous category but adds 1 more D6 to the category now bring 

considered.  
 

 Any D6 margin not lost are applied to the next ability category.  

 Any D6 margin not lost also remains with the category. Thus "double use". 

 They can only be held over to the next   ability category. 

 There is no reason to re-invest margin D6 after the third ability category is 

carried out. That would be silly. 

 

Dam it all rule 
A player may elect to carry out no-re rolls in the game.  
Such a player will be allowed no re-rolls at all. 

In return he gets 4 more D6 in each and every category and final shot. 
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How to use the table below 
Write a 6,9 or 12 into the top blank row. 
Put any successful re-investments from the previous category in the row below. 

Roll the total of the above two rows. 
A re-roll is allowed. 

Each score of 4,5,6 cancels out an opponent's similar scores. 
The player with more will have a margin (more). 

As a consequence of having a winning margin, one of the "win by.." additional 

results will also be achieved. 
 

 

Ability categories 
 Weapon ability Practice Confidence 
Number of 
D6(6,9,12) 

   

Adjusted 
number if re-

investment 
made. 

   

 

Win by 0 No bonus No bonus No bonus 

Win by 1 Add 5D6 to next  

category if there is 
one. 

Add 1D6 to next  

category. 

Add 3 D6 to next 

ability category. 

Win by 2 Add 1D6 to next 
category. Yes this 

is worse, but try 
to avoid it. 

Add 6D6 to next 
category. 

Scores of 6 have 
double effect in 

next category. 

Win by 3 Scores of 6 have 
double  effect in 
next category. 

Re-roll next 
category twice if 
desired.  

Intimidate 
opponent . 
You decide if he 

re-rolls his next 
category D6 or 

not. 

winning margin 

 

   

Total of winning 

margins 
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Stage 3  The shot 
 

Record total number of winning margin. 
 

If a player has zero . He has mis-fired. A "flash in the pan" or "gone off half 
cocked". This will mean that his opponent cannot get injured. 

 
If both players have a margin, then both duellists might get injured. 

 
 Roll this number(the total margin) of D6. 

 4,5,6= success 

 Player with more D6  rolls and re-rolls first. 

 Re-roll not allowed. 

 These are not opposed D6 rolls.  All category rolls are opposed. 

 
 

Refer to the chart below for results. 
 

The outcome 
This is the outcome of the duel. 
 

Winner 
excess 
Level 

Wound 
level 

Narrative Extra event 
Also roll 1 more D6. 

Score of 4,5,6 gives additional 
outcome. 

Score of 1,2,3=no extra event. 

0 A miss Honour is satisfied. A horse has been shot. D6 for 

which one. Apology given. 

1 Light  

wound 

Hit in the arm or thigh. 

Should survive. 

The opponent's second has 

been a bit shot. Apologies all 
round. 

2-4 Heavy 
wound 

Massive chest wound. 
The umpire can put his 
finger  into it and 

does. Probably not 
going to survive. 

Opponent's lover comes upon 
the scene and hugs dying man. 
Roll D6 for their wealth. 

6=highest 1=lowest (don't 
bother). Could be the right 

time? Carpe diem? 

5- Catastrophic 

wound 

The man's head just 

exploded. 

You are arrested.  

Roll D6  
1,2,3,4,5=let off, after 
intervention of notable relative. 

6=Sent to join the infantry. 
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End 
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Weymouth Wargames 
Weekender Report   by Sean 
 

WWW is along running weekend of gaming open to all. There is a "residence" fee and a  "day visitor" 

fee. It takes place in November each year. Organised by Stewart. 

 

After a last minute shift change I was able to make the weekender. It was my 4th 
year attending what for me is the highlight of my gaming year. It was a record 

year for games played (11) and I can say it was probably my favourite of the 4 
weekenders I have attended. 

 
I had painted up a Posse/Lawmen force to play a couple of WESTERN games.  I 

also took down my Anarchist Militia for a game of Bayonets and Ideology (SCW). 

I was also keen to play Pieces of Eight, both the sea and land raid games, which I 
did, accounting for 7 of my 11 games! The rest were made up of 3 Western 

games and 1 SCW game.  
 

 
 

This is an image from my first Western game on Friday night. Myself and Miles 
took on Martin and Mark who were using Plains Indians. 
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Another shot of the same game. I suspect Miles and I lost this game, but I can't 

for the life of me, remember the score. What I can say, is for one day's work 
painting and preparing my figures. I was really pleased with how they looked. 

 

 
 
Also from Friday night on the table next to our Western game, Mike, Chris and 

Rob were playing through a playtest of the Pirates Land Raid game. I think they 
player either 3 or 4 games with the defenders winning all of them. 
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An image from my SCW game on Saturday morning. Rob and I took on Chris and 

Mike who were playing Assault Guards. A really excellent game ending in a 
narrow win to the Assaultos. They only managed to hold one objective by the 

game end.   The Anarchists just couldn't get hold of any of the others. In the 
distance in the picture, you can just see the bridge objective. The militia in the 

forefront made several attempts at assaulting along the gully which is dead 
ground in the rules. Chris held me off with his platoon but had suffered 

considerable losses. With one more turn I think we could have made it! 
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I think this was Saturday afternoon. In the distance, Chris and Rob face off in a 
game of Washington's Army(AWI). In the foreground is another playtest of Pirate 

ships with Martin and Simon taking on Miles and Les. 

 

 
 
The first of two Western games on Saturday night. Myself and Mark as Posse 

playing against Rob and Miles using Plains Indians. We won this one but it was a 
slightly odd game. I chose to extend the game to a ninth turn and a final assault 

on the homestead in the middle distance paid off, winning us the game. In our 
second game, we lost two out of five units in the first turn. Two of the other units 

took a bit of a pasting and it was all too much for Mark , who wandered off 
elsewhere. Martin jumped into his seat and the game ended up being an absolute 

stonker.  My commander, Bad Bob, held on until the last turn when he fell in a 
cinematic death, giving victory to the Indians, 60 points to 46. Just goes to show 

with RFCM games, it's never over until it's over and never give in! 
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Chris hosted a game of Bloody Barons (Wars of the Roses) for Paul on Sunday 
morning. One of my favourite RFCM games and I would have taken part  but was 

busy with Pirate ships.  
 

I was surprised how few pictures I had actually taken. No pictures of the Pirate 
land raid games I played for instance. This is a cracking game that takes less 

than an hour to play and is fast and furious. I am tempted to build a custom 
board for this as it's played on a 3'x2' board.  

 
Another year over. Hopefully the George hotel will still be available to host us 

again next year. If not, I do hope we can secure another venue as the chance to 
play so many games with such a good crowd is a real pleasure. It's as much 

about the company and the camaraderie as playing toy soldiers. It's a great mix 
and long may it continue. 

 

Thanks to Stewart for organising. Thanks to all my partners and opponents in all 
11 games I played. And thanks to all attendees for making it such a memorable 

weekend.  
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This is an image from my first Western game on Friday night. Myself and 
Miles took on Martin and Mark who were using Plains Indians. 
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Another shot of the same game. I suspect Miles and I lost this game but I can't 

for the life of me remember the score. What I can say is for one days work 
painting and preparing my figures, I was really pleased with how they looked. 
 

 
 

Also from Friday night on the table next to our Western game, Mike, Chris and 
Rob were playing through a playtest of the Pirates Land Raid game. I think they 

player either 3 or 4 games with the defenders winning all of them. 
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Chris hosted a game of Bloody Barons for Paul on Sunday morning. One of my 

favourite RFCM games and I would have taken part  but was busy with Pirate  
Ships.  

 

I was surprised how few pictures I had actually taken. No pictures of the Pirate 
land raid games I played for instance. This is a cracking game that takes less 

than an hour to play and is fast and furious. I am tempted to build a custom 
board for this as it's played on a 3'x2' board.  

 
Another year over. Hopefully the George hotel will still be available to host us 

again next year. If not I do hope we can secure another venue as the chance to 
play so many games with such a good crowd is a real pleasure. It's as much 

about the company and the camaraderie as playing toy soldiers. It's a great mix 
and long may it continue. 

 
Thanks to Stewart for organising. Thanks to all my partners and opponents in all 

11 games I played. And thanks to all attendees for making it such a memorable 
weekend.  
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3D printed Western buildings  by 

Stewart 
 
When play testing started for the new Western rule set I wanted some new 

buildings. 
 
After a search I found www.printablescenery.com who produce a range of files which 

you can buy and print your self or get a third party to print. 
 

I settled on the ‘saloon’ and the ‘Bank’ 
 

I got a UK company who was listed as their agent to print them for me. 

The quality was very good, the only criticism would be the uprights on the Saloon 
were very weak so I reinforced them with a wooden coffee stick. 

Cost was about £15 each with postage, a bit expensive but I was very pleased 
with the results. 

 
 

 

 

http://www.printablescenery.com/
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Normandy By Alex 
 

POOR BLOODY INFANTRY (PBI) NORMANDY BRITISH 
Assembling a force for PBI is one of the most enjoyable aspects of the hobby.  

One must choose wisely to maximise purchases in models and figures, while 

carefully counting the points cost for each element to create a balanced force that 
can be adaptable enough to counter, not just the opponent’s elements, but also 

the terrain in which battle will be undertaken.  
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These Normandy British first started with the support elements. There were a few 
unused models from Battlefront miniatures left in the bits box, and who can resist 

a flame throwing Churchill?  
However, on a serious note, Churchill Crocodiles are a very potent addition to an 

Infantry Company in the assault. Especially when dealing with infantry in closed 
squares. Peter White's memoir “With the Jocks” records daily life as an infantry 

platoon commander in North West Europe during the closing months of the 
Second World war.  It describes how invaluable the Churchill Crocodiles were in 

clearing resistance from enemy held towns.  However, they are expensive in point 
costs, at 45 points a piece, for average quality.  Squeezing these into your 

allocated 400 points requires some serious consideration when generating the 

main body of the force – the foot elements. 
 

I always base vehicles, as aesthetically it allows for some consistency across the 
entire force and ensures that the models remain the same relative height as the 

foot figures alongside them.  
 

It was also essential in this case to support the armoured fuel trailers, which are 
separate to the main model.  Now PBI is a mainly infantry focused game, so when 

building a force, I like to have the ability to drop in different support elements to 
vary the games I play. For this purpose, I have also added a pair of Achilles tank 

destroyers to provide some mobile anti-armour capability or the option for 6lb 
anti-tank guns if I am carefully counting the points to build the force.  This 

means, that even when I have created a force, I can still have fun playing with 
various force structures and trying different approaches to battle. 
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Foot elements usually comprising of 3 x Platoons and a Company Command 

group complete the force.  Once again, these offerings are all Battlefront, with the 
option to chop and change structures to either vary the quality of troops or 

reduce the number of bases available. 
 

 

 

These PBI are almost complete, with the remaining 2 x Platoons and Company 
Command not far behind. 
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Although these figures might appear quite garish in colour, they still require some 

details added and a magic wash applying.  15mm figures require lighter shades of 
natural colour to ensure they stand out on the table, otherwise they tend to 

appear too dark when viewed from arms length.  
Other elements available to a PBI force are on table mortars.  These, once again 

came from the depths of a bits box and yes, some of you may notice that they 
are 4.2” heavies as opposed to the standard 3” medium mortar, but for the 

purpose of the game they will do! 
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Finally, a pair of snipers, should the asset rolls be successful. 
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OAAH Beta On Mars - going 
Large   by Dave 
Here are some excerpts from the 15mm blog of Dave. 

This article is about Dave's work on Martian wars. 
 

Of Armies And Hordes (OAAH)  is a game in playtest development from Ganesha 
Games.  It is designed to give a fast and fun fantasy (as opposed to VSF)  battle 

between friends, rather than a competition, in any scale. 
 

You may not be familiar with Ganesha games, being used to You goIgo  games 
such as Kings of War and Dragon Rampant – this game is very, very fast, the one 

below took 3 hours. This was our fourth game so some discussion, rules reading, 
picture taking and coffee drinking encroached.  What you don't do is go make a 

drink, update facebook or whatever during your opponent's turn.  You may do 
more than your opponent and wrestle away the initiative at the next dice roll. 

 
Terrain:  There's no movement rate, units move from one terrain feature to the 

next using usually 1 activation.  Maximum deployment allowed in open terrain is 

16 figures (or say, 6mm figure strips).  In 15mm we have settled on 120mm 
square-ish.  If you use different basing or scale, then adjust.  Each type of terrain 

has a limit to the number it can hold- and if you've stacked 2 units together on a 
square, you can roll for both to attack at the same time.  You can encounter a 

local(s) who may or may not be happy to see you-. 
 

For a typical game, each player needs 5 to 8 units, each composed of 2 to 8 
stands (figures or small bases) plus 2-5 characters including one general.  I went 

a bit mad and stretched things to see what we could handle in a 4 hour time slot 
on a 3ft square table. 10 units & 1 character vs 9 units & 5 characters. 

 
The beta rules includes a huge excel spreadsheet that includes hundreds of 

examples.  Everything from adventuring parties to vampires.  Designing your own 
troops using drop down menus takes no time. 

 

Ganesha games usually have 2 types of stats:  Quality and Combat.  The Q roll 
tells you the score needed on a dice to get an activation, morale and reaction.  

Combat is the plus for skill added to the to hit roll. 
 

Action and reaction:  you can roll up to 3 dice (D6) per unit, any fails taken as a 
reaction, these can be split and are immediate.  If you roll 2 fails an initiative 

switch occurs Or your opponent takes them as reactions.  
 

As usual, each figure has the usual “apps” such as Mounted, Fast, Shoot1  
Shooting is used instead of the attack value in the shooting phase.  However, 

there's no action needed to attack and no +1 for extra activation used. Fast 
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allows 2 clear areas movement, so that's 6 on 3 activations.  You can also “push” 
an extra movement, but you'll be fatigued (-1) until you can rest 'em. 

 
Skirmishers get an extra free movement that allows them to run in, shoot then 

leg it.  We learned early on that the biggest monster and hero are very vulnerable 
to a large rabble of javelin armed troops. 

 
Combat is simple and brutal.  No extra action, just move in and clobber.  1 is 

always a fail, 6 is always a success. Shooting comes first.  Every figure in the 
area rolls one die  (two dice for cavalry), adding their Attack value, and scores 

one hit per every die that equals or surpasses the opponent’s Defense + dice.  All 

units in the area fight simultaneously. If there is more than an enemy unit in the 
area, the acting player decides which unit attacks which.  Monsters get a number 

of dice depending on size.  Generals roll 3 different coloured dice.  If the score is 
5 or less, the general is a casualty.  Loser falls back 1 square, attacker can follow 

up. 
 

Apologies for unpainted figures and not-the-best photography. (Editor. 
All great and appreciated for the Mill Dave!)  

 
The shops where I bought the equipment: 

Royal Engineers tankette contraption  & charabang = converted Alternative 
Army vehicles. 

Infantry = Old Glory dismounted Camel Corps 
Torchwood  Rebel Miniatures  Steampunk and Irregular Miniatures Colonial. 

Fokker Gadfly Peter Pig. 

 
Martian  shooters Martian Empires, Irregular Miniatures and Old Glory 

Indians. 
Swords, Artillery, Skip  Formerly Black Hat now Fighting 15's Martian Empires & 

Peter Pig 
Scout flyer Martian Empires, Peter Pig. 

General, Bodyguard, Zombies & Maiden Shooters 1879 range from Ral Partha 
Europe 

Green Martians all Peter Pig 
 

 
 

Epilogue 
2017 was my Year of Mars.  I tried several rules and mixed and matched.  

Following this gentleman's example 

https://gisby.wordpress.com/2018/07/27/space-1889-city-state-
cutters/#comment-5652  I've used Dark Elves from several sources plus vehicles 

customised from AlternativeArmies, Peter Pig and Brigade Models.   You see more 
here using another Ganesha Games set, Flying lead that isn't made for this either, 

but works.  http://unitrecon.blogspot.com/2018/07/fl-colonial-fokkers-and-
martian-cabbage.html 

 

https://gisby.wordpress.com/2018/07/27/space-1889-city-state-cutters/#comment-5652
https://gisby.wordpress.com/2018/07/27/space-1889-city-state-cutters/#comment-5652
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The VSF version of Mars remains a passion that will not go away and will spawn 
campaigns. 

 
As for these rules, I've already spent money upgrading my Medieval Japanese 

and Achaean Greeks  usually used for Of Gods And Mortals and I look forward to 
some big games. 

 

 

Mars has to be done.  

 
I'm very happy with the way the rules work.  Now I have the rules Mars and all 

things VSF will abound and be afoot! 

I think there needs to be a vehicle stat like the airship one, that could cope with 
Hussite war-wagons, Leonardo's Turtles and my British contraptions. 

 
Plus, I've spent a bit of money: 

 
I'd bought some more Ral Partha zombie 2 handed weapons some time ago, so 

finished those. 
 

Peter Pig's small Martians range and a selection of naval types. 
Black Hat.  I could've spent a fortune but I got a useful selection. 

Old Glory Indians mixed in with Irregular Miniatures.  Not fully painted, but I 
wanted to bump up the points! 

Fokker Gadfly.  A hybrid Human/Martian flyer.  This has a generic PP (Peter Pig) 
body, crew, including the wheel.  I like his take on an integral flight stand.  The 

vehicle is well balanced, good fit and gluing a figure on top makes for a strong 

joint. 
The gatling, propellers and prop supports (chimneys) are from Black Hat's vehicle 

pack, a real nice selection of bits. 
Plus it's all repeatable.  I'm considering adding a short mast & rigging. 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-VByvDBTAelw/Wgyt75hSfiI/AAAAAAAAJYc/vKsVFcdEzkIg8BYPkFFEYUuKKq8ZoRd_gCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5590.JPG
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Figure comparisons.  Peter Pig's figures are (true 15mm) smaller than the 

other ranges used here:  2 PP Black Hat (BH) Martian and an Old Glory colonial.  I 
have mixed them in and they look like the teenagers who make up a high % of 

any army.  Mixing them in the BH Martian flyers works quite well and gives a 
great look. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-J19cwzzE9Js/Wgys1W1Ul5I/AAAAAAAAJXw/EBmv0VvuHTYnJ6OmQWRGKBJ4Z_aCCmdPQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4043.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-DvB7HrOnl9Y/Wgys2anCsxI/AAAAAAAAJX0/ZEZPlV5tECcEs1Eo7V0hjRlQ8FkEYtXDQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4046.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Bs1_LWTFNJU/Wgy2Rp99bZI/AAAAAAAAJcQ/3YZCHpM57hoD38WeJmn_V9lg9tZqI5WSQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4058.JPG
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https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-4cG3icce6wM/Wgys37g5IOI/AAAAAAAAJYE/-bcndKysFN0ThyyDeUD3zquujOCmmr1uQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4049.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-vVZPEJskoCw/Wgy2RFHhH_I/AAAAAAAAJcM/Vx9m3TIchrg-yV2YKBjLOm4tYspOIglugCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4057.JPG
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Royal Engineers 
Tankette contraption Q4 A3 D8 Artillery L3, Tough, 3 extra lives 2@ 84 = 168 
Charabang Q4 A2 D8, Tough, @ 31 carrying: 

Infantry Q4 A2 D4, Shoot 3, Drilled 8 x 16 = 128 making a total of 159.  
Torchwood 3 2 5 Tough, Shoot 1, Adventurers 6 x 27 

Fokker Gadfly 3 2 5 Airboat, Artillery3, Fast, Difficult target. 
 

Martians 
Shooters 4 2 4 Shoot 2, 48 x14 = 672 
Swords 4 3 4 Tough 28x16 = 448 

Artillery 4 2 5 Artillery 5, Slow, Flame projectiles @  40 
Scout Flyer 3 2 6 Airship, Grenades, Fast, Difficult Target 

Skip 3 4 6 Airship, Artillery 3, Grenades. 
Locals 

General 3 4 5 L4 Tough, 3lives @ 100 
Bodyguard 3 4 5 Tough, 5 @25= 125 

 
Zombie & Maiden Shooters 4 3 5 Shoot 2, Drilled, 20x20 = 400 

 
Zombie Armoured 2 hand weapon 4 4 5 Nonreactive 48x11= 528 

Zombie horde 5 2 4 Nonreactive horde 24 x 4 =96 

 
Green Martians. 

Infantry Giant Level 2 Q4 A4 D6 Shoot2, Resilient, Ambusher 8x 37 =298 
 

Cavalry Giant Level 4 (Includes big mount) Shoot1, Tough, Ambusher 6x 48 = 
288 

Leader adds Sub General. 
Total 1,894 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-mvJdxJxS8hM/Wgy2P-TqwuI/AAAAAAAAJcA/eCQKo4wcm8EZAGBqOXZVvPPPrWHLEzlhACLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4054.JPG
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The Game 

Tony is a joy to play against.  He looks at the table, the unit then does what the 

leader would do.  In this case a Green Martian leader.  Is he going to go careful?  
No, he's going to go full tilt at the enemy trusting his tribe to follow on behind. 
 

 

 

Rashly the Green Martian leader goes forward, followed by the cavalry 
 

 

 

 

Their target, my general and artillery 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-twi85yWGIIM/Wgyv-KKrDWI/AAAAAAAAJZI/gF6XuSt_laMnA2keJZW8r7s-ukFuewBzwCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5601.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0-mF5J9Tlp0/Wgy2THrdxTI/AAAAAAAAJcg/CHpOtJ41o28T-r9VsChPzhCS4oSAXU7HQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4062.JPG
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The flyers start harassing the Green infantry, but these can shoot back! 

 
 

 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tAgurJRJvqo/Wgy23DvqkzI/AAAAAAAAJc0/Ci-vxg08oZAP2L5Y5Kulz-PpUIfXc4opgCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4065.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-0rRaqsO5yyI/WgywgvOltLI/AAAAAAAAJZk/_9aQBkK41XYMi2DHOEYKwUAvTRoDXZePACLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5605.JPG
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Going large n 'ard.  Love it! 
 

 

 
General makes tactical recoil, tribals are moving, but slowly.  Cannon fails to 

shoot- which seals its fate. 
 
 
 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-scnE5Ld8R2M/Wgyw_gE7b8I/AAAAAAAAJZs/9soygQ2qV004YWAMIWwDgFu8nBtMllRwgCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5606.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-9xQwJQeqoDM/Wgy25MA4uxI/AAAAAAAAJdE/d4N4Y1ULi7M0XHyRe1Qw38pe9orsqQlOwCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4070.JPG
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There's often a roll on which a game swings.  My general has used a reaction to 
retire.  The cannon's gone down but reduced the Green Martians lives.  If the 

tribal shooters can get in, shoot and attack he'll be a gonner.  But no, 3 fails even 
with the general (+1) so close.  That's one reaction and handover to Tony. 

 

 

 

British Colonel, now in charge. 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-F9ICYUlIY1Y/Wgy3VwtpYyI/AAAAAAAAJdQ/9HkIwEYlvjY9pkL_UkklaOcM-1HPmQBegCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4073.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-J6Ocw8ywU9E/Wgy3YBslMtI/AAAAAAAAJd0/Hh13yILXO8MYcwhh9PuRCQOGiiMShueFwCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4079.JPG
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The skip heads towards the polearm armed zombies, who cannot shoot back. 
 

 

 

Only to be intercepted by the Guards who pile on the Radium. 
 

 
 

 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-DHLnnu_aKnw/Wgy3ZD6K3aI/AAAAAAAAJd8/qxJGemNkXM8dNW36OdXsQpP-f6j3wbI6gCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_4081.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ngdM_cNvVIU/Wgyy6TNYVLI/AAAAAAAAJao/nZMX4Ac_BqsELxMY7CpU5oepCLEeH4YcACLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5619.JPG
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A final strong punch aimed at the general (skull raised).  Fails. 
 

 

 
 

 

So that's it!  Worked like a charm, a bit of discipline meant we finished the 
game.  I have my rules for Mars! 

 
 

 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8DF0bI3UOB8/Wgy02YW0RaI/AAAAAAAAJbY/AQKStz76deohjldIFFSgoyp9P3lrbAo6gCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5627.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-rqhU6SjA2_0/Wgy15MYVl9I/AAAAAAAAJb4/_M9HZ8MW6XMrD_6iPPgq7PT6BzrDn8_nQCLcBGAs/s1600/DSCF5634.JPG
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Kev's painted figures by Kev 
 

Kev operates a painting service (fat wally).  http://www.fat-wally.com  
These are some of his 15mm images. 

 

 
 

Above. Ragged rebel infantry. 
 

 
 

Above.  AWI infantry " in game". 
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Above.  ECW game in full flow. 
 

 
 

Above. An ECW regiment. 
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Above.  Wars of the roses units in action. 
 

 
 
 

Above. Wars of the roses Peter Pig figures. 
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ACW illustrated by Julie 

 
Some photos of ACW places to help painting your 15mm ACW stuff. 
 

 
 

 
 

Above. The house at Bull Run (Manassas). The interior has been well restored. It 
also has excellent air conditioning  (probably post civil war?). This was a medical 

facility during the battle. 
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Above. Unusual building at Appomattox. Used in a Troiani picture too. The 
Appomattox "village" is an excellent place to visit. A couple of hundred yards up 

from this building, is a sad cemetery for the last Confederate troops that died at 
Appomattox. 

 

 
 
Above. Limber with caisson at Bull Run. Bull Run is the name of a small 

river/creek that crosses a corner of the battlefield.  
For each limber that towed a gun, there was another towing a caisson. 
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Above. Typical clapperboard farm house of the ACW era. This one is in fact a 

plantation house at Guinea station. It was here that General Thomas Jackson 

(Stonewall) died. The rail track is about 6o yards from this house. 
 

Days of Yore (below) 
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Dungeon Fight  by Duncan 
Introduction 
For a long time I have wanted to have a system to undertake combat within 
dungeon scenarios. 

Now those of you who are familiar with me will know I am not particularly 
interested in game mechanics so anything I come up with is going to be more 

about a nice dungeon rather than complex mathematics.  
The actual ‘RULES’ need to be as simple as simple can be, or I am just not going 

to enjoy them. 
This also means that there will be holes, I am not writing page upon page of in 

depth details covering every single bizarre potential happening that may never 

occur from one year to the next. This is intended to be FUN! A game played 
between friends who can decide on and overcome any issues there and then 

between themselves without resorting to bad feeling. It will work best with a 
person taking the part of Dungeon Master and the others controlling war-bands or 

even just characters. 
The main thing, is to remember it is just a game, enjoy it. There are plenty of 

serious wargames out there if you want that kind of game then this probably is 
not for you. 

 

The Rules 
I wanted to make a system that can be played pretty much using any figures, 
from any period and in any scale. It will ultimately not matter if you want to play 

Vikings raiding a Saxon monastery, Medieval soldiers storming a castle, Dwarves 
trying to clear Goblins from an ancestral Mountain Kingdom or Sci-Fi 

Stormtroopers boarding an alien ship. 
 

The way of controlling what characters do comes down to the Character Card. 

This is a work in progress, but what I have come up with so far is this Stat sheet 
for use with both characters and ‘Dungeon’ creatures. Each character gets his or 

her own. Which can be agreed upon at the start of the game, or a Dungeon 
Master can prepare or if you play multiple games then you may already have a 

character from a previous game. 
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Character Stat Sheet (Human Female Fighter with Sword) 
 
                      

  Unit/Figure 
 

Move Fwd 
 

Move Bck 
 

Turn 
 

Up/Down   

   Fig. Human 
 

 3 
 

2 
 

 180 
 

 -1   
    

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
    

  
         

  
  

         
  

  1st Weapon 
 

Weapon 
Range 

 
Hit 

 
Save 

  
  

   Hand 1 
 

 1 
 

 D6 4+ 
 

5+ 
  

  
    

 
  

 
  

 
  

  
  

  
         

  
  

         
  

  2nd Weapon 
 

Weapon 
Range 

 
Hit 

 
Save 

  
  

   N/A 
 

 N/A 
 

 N/A 
 

 N/A 
  

  
    

 
  

 
  

 
  

  
  

  
         

  
  

         
  

  Cost 
 

Rank Details 
 

Single Fig/Character base only   

   N/A 
 

 N/A 
 

Life Points 
 

Magic 
Points 

 
  

    
 

  
 

 3 
 

 0   
 

  

  
         

  

  Other Info                   

    
 

Human 
Female 
Fighter with 
Sword. 

     
    

                      

                      

 
It is my intention to develop the Stat Sheet so that it can be used by independent 

characters in a small Dungeon / Castle type fight but also be used for units in 

large battles were hopefully one could include a character as a Hero in an army, 
then have him go off and do a mission with his or her small band of warriors. 

A couple of things to point out as well although hopefully when I do the walk 
through of combat it will be quite self-explanatory. 

 
Movement. This has been given as 3. Now, it could have been anything and you 

may wish to change it, which is fine. Things to bear in mind though are to keep it 
consistent, for example most two legged armoured warriors that are human sized 

will move a similar distance regardless of if they are Vikings, Dwarves, 
Barbarians, Star Ship Crew etc.; but a small Hobbit or Child may move more 

slowly as opposed to an Elf which may be a little faster. So I would have a child 
move 2 and an Elf move 4, but that is just me. Similarly mounted things on 

horses or motorbikes will be faster. 
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The backwards movement is simply for those situations where a character cannot 
for whatever reason turn around. It is going to be less than normal movement 

because they have to be careful where they are going. 
Up and down hopefully make sense, if your character moves up a stair / ladder 

etc. or indeed down the same, each floor takes 1 off the forward or backwards 
movement. 

 
Weapons. I have put two spaces for weapons. There will be a range for guns or 

bows but I have not looked at it yet, feel free to play about with it. I guess inside 
a dungeon or building of any kind range is going to be as far as the door or wall 

as this won’t be far? 

Some things like Cost and Rank Details are there more for using the Stat Sheet 
with whole units in battles and when I get around to doing so I may do a rite up 

about that. 
 

Life-Points. It is fairly obvious that this is mainly for characters or Heroes and 
perhaps Big Boss enemies. I have given the ordinary human fighter 3 life points. 

In the game these are little plastic counters you can put on the Stat Sheet then 
when they are all gone that character is dead. In the example combat to follow 

the Goblins being small and weedy only get 1 point. You can change all these 
values but consider it will be no fun for your Dungeon explorers if the first turn 

they come across a group of enemy creatures with a lot better life points than 
them and get massacred straight away. 

 
I have not dealt with Magic yet, ordinary folk will not have it. I do not want it to 

be overbearing, but grounded in what may be possible. For example a Cleric, 

Monk or Medic maybe able to cast a healing spell or bandage a wound restoring 
one life point. A Wizard or Soldier with a Bazooka may be able to shoot a fiery 

object at an enemy.  
 

Examples of combat 
Eventually I will make some doors for the dungeon sections so that these can go 

onto the rooms and even entrance, but I have not done this yet. I set up three 
human adventurers in the end of the tunnel at the start. The figures are based on 

1p coins and the squares are 3cm X 3 cm. I have decided that you can have up to 
two figures on this sized base on each square. To be in contact for fighting a 

figure needs to be either in the same or adjacent square. I have set the table with 
what can be seen from the start point. You can see he thee Stat sheets with the 

human characters on them and also the one on the left which gives details for the 
Goblins who dwell in the dungeon. For this example they are all the same, a basic 

1 life point Goblin with a sword. The little round grey circles are what I used as 
markers to show where opponents are waiting.  
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Pic. Dungeon 01 (The start) 
You can see here that two are waiting in the small guard room out of view. It 

does not matter in this 

scenario as they are all the 
same, but the underside 

could be marked to show 
what opponent is waiting to 

attack or be attacked. 

 

 

 

Pic. Dungeon 02 (The Entrance) 
I have positioned two fighters in one square 

and one next to them. 

If you are wondering I made the Dungeon 
sections from 5mm Foam-board that I got 

from an online retailer on e-bay. The base is 
thin wood, I cannot remember what it is 

called but it is similar to chipboard but made 
of finer shavings. It is easy enough to cut 

with a craft knife as it is also only 5mm 
thick. The wood floor was covered with a 

grey paint as a base colour. As for the walls and floor tiles, I sourced the papers 
for these online. If you simply search for ‘free to use’ rock effect paper there are 

multiple examples available to print that can then be attached to the foam-board 
with double sided tape or white paper glue. The Foam-Board sticks well to the 

wooden base with super glue. 
Anyway, back to the game. A couple of moves later, up to 3 squares a time. 

Brings the figures to the point where one can see and be seen from the first 

guard room. 
 

Pic. Dungeon 03 (Guardroom reveal) 
The grey plastic circles are turned over to 

reveal two Goblins waiting in the 
guardroom should anyone dare to come 

into their Dungeon. Three humans have 
done so. 

You may be able to make out that I have 
place more Dungeon tiles now that the 

attackers have moved to an area where 
these could be seen. I thought about this 

and really it is up to you. I think I would 

prefer to lay out the entire Dungeon at the 
start of a game, but I know other like to do it a tile at a time. 
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Pic. Dungeon 04 & 5 (Guardroom Fight)   
   

 
 
You will see that in the movement phase the humans got within eyesight of the 

Goblins but were not close enough to attack. The next move the goblins seeing 
them jumped up from behind their desk and one rushed the human female fighter 

nearest the guardroom door attacking. There was only enough space to fit one on 
one in the guardroom door. Even though two figures can fit on a square they are 

diagonal and not face to face. You can see here the goblin rolled his d6 and got a 
5 which for him was a hit. The lady fighter was obviously taken by surprise as she 

rolled a three so failed to parry taking a hit. Therefore one of her markers is 
removed and she is down to two lives. 

 

Pic. Dungeon 6 (The noise reveals other enemies) 
The uproar from the fighting has 

consequences. Any enemy markers put 
down so far within ten squares distant of 

the combatants are revealed and can if 
the Dungeon Master wishes come 

running to join in the fight. I would 
suggest if you are playing this as a solo 

game then assume that they do come 
running as an automatic control feature. 

I would also suggest that if more than 
one player is taking part then it is 

assumed that any characters within ten 
squares will also be able to hear and decide if they want to join the fight, which of 

course they do not have to. 
 

Pic. Dungeon 7 (2nd round of fighting in Guardroom) 
Whilst other goblins around the corner 
are revealed the combat continues The 

Lady fighter rolls d6, 4 which is a hit 
but the goblin rolls a d6, 5 again and 

parries. His fellow still cannot get to 
attack as the doorway is not wide 

enough. By now though, the sound of 
slapping feet on the cold stone floor 
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alerts the other humans to the coming trouble. As three more Goblins approach 
the other two human fighters must decide what they will do. Will they leave their 

colleague to be swamped by a flood of Goblins or will they move to secure the 
rear? 

 

Pic. Dungeon 08 (More Goblins approach) 

 
 
 

Pic. Dungeon 09 (The second wave) 
So the other two humans take but a small hop 
to secure the rear entrance from which the 

Goblins appear. In their turn two Goblins 
engage, the first rolls a d6, 3 and so does not 

hit. The other Goblin roles a d6, 5 so hits and 
unfortunately the human opponent only 

throws a d6, 2 so loses a life. In the next 
round of fighting back in the Guard Room our 

stalwart Lady gets a 6 on her d6 whereas the 
Goblin she is fighting can only manage a 2 on 

the d6. As a result the Goblin has lost a life, 

seeing as he only had the one this means he 
has departed the mortal realm. 

And so the fighting goes on. After each combat is resolved the characters get to 
decide if they will stay and engage more enemy or run. Of course may two legged 

creatures move just as fast as humans and so may choose to follow, waiting for a 
chance to pounce once more at a dead end or narrow door way.    

There are so many possible scenarios with this kind of fight. What are they doing, 
seeking treasure, looking to rescue a Princess, kill an enemy Lord, or simply 

being nosey? Who knows, but there are a wide range of bits and pieces from 
many different manufacturers that one can purchase in order to populate your set 

up Here are a few I have used. 
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Pic. Dungeon 11 (Tombs) 
Here I have made a split 

level area full of graves. 
Some I have laid out flat 

others have been mounted 
on little boxes I made from 

card covered in Green stuff, 
perhaps the more prestigious 

among them? Who knows 

what treasures, ancient 
weapons; religious artefacts 

could be buried here? These 
tomb stones come from the 

Essex miniatures range. 
Pic. Dungeon 12 (Barrack 

Room.) 
 

 
Best try to avoid going in this 

room if you can I feel. The 
barrack room is going to be 

full of enemy troops resting, 
polishing weapons and all the 

other things that enemy 

soldiers do in their down 
time. Theses beds are from 

Ral-Partha’s Blight Haven 
War bands Accessories 

range. The barrels similarly 
are from them. For those 

who may be wondering 
having seen all the nice 

torches around the dungeon, 
these are ones that I made 

myself from Baby Gays (Or 
Q-Tips as they seem to have 

become known nowadays?) 
basically I simply cut the two 

ends to the approximate 

height of a 15mm figure, mounted them on a small disc and painted them stick 
and flame colour. 

 

Pic. Dungeon 13 (Personal Room)                                                                                                  
Similar to the barrack room but smaller maybe the private room of a noble or 
garrison commander? Again, as I said earlier when I get time I will be making 

some doors for some of these rooms. I just wanted to get out what I have done 
so far for comments (Polite ones please!) and discussion. 
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Pic. Dungeon 14 (Great Hall) 
This is a big room fitted out with a table and chairs at the head. These are from 
Essex Miniatures as is the water well. I guess every dungeon needs clean water? 

The barrels and bits are from Ral-Partha’s Blight Haven War bands Accessories, 
but some of them are also from Magister Militum’s 15mm range. 
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Pic. Dungeon 15 (Dungeon Tiles) 
Finally for now, you need a range 

of tiles for this. I know that there 
are people out there who make 

great dungeon floor plans and 
who sell tiles that good quality, 

stiff; but ultimately 2 dimensional. 
Well to me that just does not do 

it, having an occasional door or 

table in 3D does not set the 
scene. These are the tiles I have 

made so far. I hope to make 
more, especially twin level ones 

and to expand on what I have so 
far rule wise just a little. But what 

I do not want, is for it to turn into 
an encyclopaedia of Mathematics, which some rule sets seem to tend towards 

nowadays. I want it to be fast, fun and easy to understand. 
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Sudan by Simon Lurkio 

Simon is a prodigious painter and gamer. Simon did these figures in order to play 

the game "Patrols in the Sudan" (PITS). 
 

PITS pitches small colonial forces against a hostile terrain and dervish force. PITS 
is not a battle wherein the colonials line up and butcher the oncoming locals. This 

is the war before Omdurman and machine guns. This is Charlton Heston's war. 

 
 

The game gives one player control of  small force of British or Egyptians. This 
small force has a limited mission such as "scout out the village". The other 

player(s) control the Dervishes. 
The Dervishes pop up here and there, as does the scenery. This simulates the 

geographical confusion of a patrol out in the Sudan. 
 

The representational scale is 1 figure - 1 man. The game is not a skirmish, 
because the men act as a unit rather than as individuals. 

 
The figures are mounted on 3x3 cm bases. This  allows the "footprint" to remain 

unchanged when the bases /unit change direction. It also allows figures with 
sticky out weapons to be dressed back beyond the front base lip. Additionally the 

square base is tactile and gives the formation some depth. 

 

 
Above. A unit of "fuzzy wuzzy" Beja Sudanese. These could pop up from various 
terrain types. 
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Above. Typical British unit for PITS 1885.  This formation is fine for engaging 
Dervishes. However it is very poor indeed for making any mission progress. 

Should the 2nd lieutenant stay in this formation in case of attack?  or should he 
get into column in order to actually get there? 

 
 

 

 
Above. A complete PITS force for a British commander. The flags are added for 

enjoyment.  These men must travel 5 foot there and back. 
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Above. Dervish hero leads the men. 

 
Above. 2 Heliograph sections. 
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Below. A variety of markers for the PITS game. The standing figures represent 
wounded. The prone ones are very dead. There are also markers in the  game for 

jammed weapons and other status problems. 

 
 
 

 
Above. A compete Dervish force. Some of these units are deadly, due to their 
fighting prowess and "sneak up" ability.  
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China made buildings  by Simon L 

 

 
 
Above. These buildings are available from Ebay.  

They look fine with 15mm figures? 
 

Foam core puzzle kits. At time of publication £4.55 including postage. 
Search for Chinese building puzzle 3D 
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Catalan Galleys for use in POE  
Lluis of Minairons 
 

This article is about galleys.  

 

Details are given here to allow gamers to make these ships either as scaled 
accompaniments to 15mm land battles, or as 15mm galleys for games in their 

own right. 
 

They've been dressed as Catalan galleys, like those the General Deputation of 

that principality deployed in 17th century to protect coasts against Barbary 

pirates. As such, they hoist large Saint George standards on mast tops, for this 
was the Parliament and General Deputation device; with smaller, rectangular 

crimson standards at chief position showing the royal arms of Aragon. 
 

An ordinary galley would usually be around 40-45m long,(40 cm in 1/100th) 
powered by around two dozen oar pairs, and armed with 5 guns of varying 

calibres. On its side, a half galley would have between 16 and 24 oar pairs and 3 
guns. Both have been built entirely from plastic parts and bits picked from 

everywhere (PVC for hulls and HPS for all the rest). 
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There is a 2-masted ordinary galley ('galera grossa' as we call it in Catalan 

language), a single masted half galley (’galera subtil’) and a small, oared 
gunboat. 

 
They've been dressed as Catalan galleys, like those the General Deputation of 

that principality deployed in 17th century to protect coasts against Barbary 
pirates. As such, they hoist large Saint George standards on mast tops, for this 

was the Parliament and General Deputation device; with smaller, rectangular 
crimson standards at chief position showing the royal arms of Aragon. 
 

 
Conversion for 15mm (1/100th) 
Half galley.  6.5cm width.  30cm length. 

Ordinary galley. 9.5 cm width.  40cm length. 
 

 

This should help you building any generic galley's hull structure. How to "dress" it 
can be gleaned from these pictures or a web search. 

I leave it to your for sure exuberant imagination.  
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15mm Vehicles  by martin 

 

This is a small piece "at the back". 
Hopefully a useful bit of information?? 

Gamers quite rightly want to use vehicles alongside their figures in games. 
This is truer for modern conflicts, wherein there are tanks and wheeled vehicles.. 

Technically 15mm is a size not a scale.  

It could be argued (not by me though) that 15mm is a scale, in that 15mm 
represents the height of a soldier. 

 
Initially makers of vehicles used various scales such as 1/108th and 1/120th. 

Minifigs produced a nice range of WW1 vehicles to accompany their 15mm 
ranges. These vehicles were about 1/110th scale.  

Quality castings in the US also had a nice range of vehicles to 1/108th( or 
1/110th?) . 

 
However Peter Pig back in 1981 decided to match 1/100th to 15mm figures. Also 

1/100th being an easy size for scale plan work. 
 

Of course 1/100th modern British vehicles already existed  under the "John Piper" 
Kingston upon Thames range (1974?).  

 

1/100th is definitely not the same as 15mm. But, because 15mm figures have a 
greater heft  and are often raised by being on a base  PP decided to go for 

1/100th.  
Peter Pig brought the 15mm with 1/100th match to the gaming world.  

After this time, some companies re-built to 1/100th and other newer ones fell into 
step with PP. 

If memory serves (?) PP (1981) was followed into production of 1/100th by SDD 
(Steve Ward), then later Skytrex, then Yucca (1/108th Mick Bliss)(later re-named 

QRF), then Battlefront, conquest et al. 
 

 
 

 
End 

 

 

Thank you for reading the Mill. 
 


